AFTERCARE

Take good care of your bed

GUIDE & ADVICE
Congratulations on your new Skagen Bed

We hope your new bed gives you a good night’s sleep and rest for many years to
come. Skagen Beds are custom-made with quality materials, optimal comfort, function and a beautiful design that is customized to your wishes.
Please read this leaflet with information and sound advice regarding maintenance.

Life expectancy

The life expectancy of the mattress and mattress topper depends on several things,
including maintenance, moisture, weight and quality. If you take care of your mattress
with regular maintenance, the life expectancy can be extended by several years.

Mattress maintenance

It’s a good idea to roll the duvet up at the foot of the mattress every day when you are
up. The mattress must have plenty of air to dry after a night of perspiration. Therefore, it is also a good idea to wait a couple of hours before making the bed.
It is good to air out the mattress topper every third month. However, avoid sunlight
and rain.
The cover of the mattress topper can be unzipped and washed at max. 60 degrees
and should not be tumble-dried, but rather hung for drip-drying.
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Natural impressions

Upon using the mattress, natural impressions will form over time as the foam shapes
to your body. These impressions will not affect the comfort of the mattresses as they
are offset by the mattress’ upward resistance within the springs when lying in bed.
We recommend that you flip and rotate the mattress and mattress topper every three
months to get the optimal use and reduce the natural impressions.

Specifically for adjustable beds

For adjustable beds, it is a good idea to lubricate the moving parts with multi-grease a
couple of times a year.
Do not sit on the corners when the bed is raised. It may risk becoming crooked and
thereby run unevenly.
Make sure to occasionally clean the bed and tighten the bed legs and headboard.
The bed’s construction is intended for private use. The best function and life expectancy are achieved when the motor is not used for more than two minutes within a
period of 20 minutes.
The bed is designed to carry a person weighing up to 150 kg, naturally distributed
throughout the length of the bed. If this is exceeded, it will damage the bed and the
warranty will cease to apply.

Please note that the cover is large. It is therefore important that you consider the
washing machine capacity.
If in doubt, then wash the cover in a laundromat.
Your mattress must be vacuum cleaned on a regular basis, e.g. when changing sheets.
For best results, use the vacuum cleaner’s furniture nozzle.

Acoustics

The cover on the mattress itself cannot be washed but can be cleaned with a textile
cleaner as needed.
It is a good idea to test the cleaner in a non-visible place before cleaning visible places.

Safety

An adjustable bed is not silent. A noise is emitted from the motor and may be amplified by the acoustics in the room the bed is in.

Use caution as the bed has moving parts that may cause a risk of getting caught.
Therefore, avoid allowing children and pets to spend time in the space below the bed.
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